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Learning to live in a way that affirms our 
name - Faith!

Obedience going nowhere –
Matthew 14:22-33

Today

 About one year before Crucifixion.
 Considerable time after the last lesson on 

the lake.
 The twelve have been doing some advance 

work with thrilling results.
 Seems like things are ramping up nicely.

 “Leaders Retreat”
 Anything But
 Jesus does a 5K!
 Jesus has the crowds “eating out of His 

hand.”
 Messianic Fever!

 This looks like the perfect moment to pull 
the trigger

 Instead, Jesus throws cold water
 Orders the twelve to “meet him on the other 

side”
 Dismisses the crowd (but not over food)
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 Jesus “made” the 12 go by boat to the other 
side.

 A strong headwind has them rowing in place 
(and beat) in the middle of the lake at 3AM

 This “vacation day” has turned out to be a triple 
shift! Probably have rowed 9 hours!

 What were they thinking?

 Long way is the best way if it’s Jesus’ way.
 Jesus sees my struggle.
 Replace fear with trust in “I am.”
 Jesus comes near but waits to be invited.
 Undistracted trust is true trust.
 Jesus is fully capable of imparting “break-

through grace.”

 Long way is the best way if it’s Jesus’ way.
◦ The massive and enthusiastic crowd looks like a 

movement.
◦ Jesus sees movement in the wrong direction.
◦ They are interested in goods and services and 

want a king they can control.
◦ The crowds saw the miracle but didn’t see the 

sign!
◦ Jesus sees hearts – John 2:23-25.
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 Long way is the best way if it’s Jesus’ way.
 Jesus sees my struggle.
◦ After dispatching the twelve, Jesus went to a 

promontory to pray.
◦ But He also kept an eye on the twelve.
◦ They couldn’t see Him, but He saw them.
◦ When they were spent, He came to them. 

 Who is the one who condemns? Christ Jesus is 
He who died, yes, rather who was raised, who 
is at the right hand of God, who also 
intercedes for us. Who will separate us from 
the love of Christ? Will tribulation, or distress, 
or persecution, or famine, or nakedness, or 
peril, or sword? (Romans 8:34–35).
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 Long way is the best way if it’s Jesus’ way.
 Jesus sees my struggle.
 Replace fear with trust in “I am.”
◦ How interesting – the solution to their 

problem is a source of fear!
◦ Their fear is based on misperception.
◦ Solution - Take courage, it is I; do not be 

afraid (Matthew 14:27).

 Long way is the best way if it’s Jesus’ way.
 Jesus sees my struggle.
 Replace fear with trust in “I am.”
 Jesus comes near but waits to be invited.
◦ Mark states, “and He intended to pass by 

them” (Mark 6:48).
◦ This is not a fluke!

When the Lord appeared to Abraham at the 
oaks of Mamre, he said, “My Lord, if now I have 
found favor in Your sight, please do not pass 
Your servant by” (Genesis 18:3).

When Jacob wrestled with God, this dialogue 
ensued: Then [God] said, “Let me go, for the 
dawn is breaking.” But [Jacob] said, “I will not 
let you go unless you bless me” (Genesis 
32:26).
Here are instances where someone encounters 
God and seized well those moments!

 They were willing (John 6:21) is an imperfect 
of θέλω (thelo) indicating an ongoing state of 
receptivity and openness.

 The imperfect indicative of θέλω (thelo) is 
also used in Mark 6:48 to describe Jesus’ 
intention to bypass the twelve.
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 “Jerusalem, Jerusalem, who kills the prophets 
and stones those who are sent to her! How 
often I wanted [θέλω] to gather your children 
together, the way a hen gathers her chicks 
under her wings, and you were unwilling 
[θέλω]” (Matthew 23:37).

 Undistracted trust is true trust.
◦ Peter gets a lot of criticism – but apart from 

Jesus he is the only man ever to walk on 
water.
◦ Faith is believing what Jesus says as well as

obeying what Jesus commands.
◦ Jesus says, “Come!”

 Undistracted trust is true trust.
◦ In this moment, Peter displays a marvelous 

faith.
◦ His focus shift creates “double-mind” which, 

in turn, puts him in peril.
◦ Peter’s invitation is terse: “Lord, save me!”

 Long way is the best way if it’s Jesus’ way.
 Jesus sees my struggle.
 Replace fear with trust in “I am.”
 Jesus comes near but waits to be invited.
 Undistracted trust is true trust.
 Jesus is fully capable of imparting “break-

through grace.”
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 So they were willing to receive Him into the 
boat, and immediately the boat was at the 
land to which they were going (John 6:16–21).

 Once they invited Jesus on board, they heard 
the gentle thud of the bow nesting on the 
beach!

“One can scarcely imagine, indeed, that after 
an act of power so magnificent and so kingly 
as Jesus walking on the waters he should have 
seated himself in the boat and the voyage 
have been laboriously continued by the stroke 
of the oar. At the moment Jesus set foot on 
the boat he communicated to it the force 
victorious over gravity and space, which had 
just been so strikingly displayed in his own 
person.”   - Godet

8 Bullets

Try this!


